OPEL COMBO

MOBILE WORKSHOP CONVERSIONS

OPEL COMBO AND SORTIMO MOBILE WORKSHOP CONVERSIONS
ONE STEP AHEAD WITH ORDER

THE OPEL COMBO WITH SORTIMO VAN RACKING SYSTEMS

Install order into your Opel Combo and as a result you will bring system
into your working day. Intelligent van racking systems as well as Cases
and BOXX systems from Sortimo will help you in this task. Sortimo has
been developing van racking systems for over four decades and is specialist for lightweight constructions. The Globelyst equipment has allowed Sortimo to establish a highly flexible system on the market which
not only puts order on your transporter but also results in markedly
higher efficiency in your working day and contributes a notable addition to safety.

Van racking equipment, left side:
▪ 1 shelf tray 64-7 incl. dividers
and anti rattle mat
▪ 1 standard shelf 64-6 incl.
7 S-BOXXes and 1 S-BOXX,
broad
▪ 1 floor lashing rail 60-2 ProSafe
▪ 2 uprights incl. ProSafe lashing
system
▪ 1 lashing strap ProSafe incl.
ratchet

SAVE TIME AND EXPENSE
The modular shelving system on the right and left hand sides of your
loading area offers practical drawers and BOXXes perfectly suited for
your Opel Combo which ensures that tools and consumables are always
to hand and in the correct place. The shelves allow for an overview in
the loading area, reduce searching times and therefore enable efficient
work processes.

Van racking equipment, right side:
▪ 2 shelf trays 44-7 incl. dividers
and anti-rattle mat
▪ 1 drawer 44-6 incl. dividers and
anti-rattle mat
▪ 1 floor lashing rail 40-2 ProSafe
▪ 2 uprights incl. ProSafe lashing
system
▪ 1 multifunctional Sortimo panel
Loading area cladding:
▪ SoboGrip assembly floor
▪ SowaPro wall cladding

LOAD SECURING AND SAFETY INCLUDED
The integrated ProSafe load securing system takes care of quick and
simple lashing of your load. ProSafe load securing elements are already
in the uprights of the equipment blocks as well as in the traverses. This
ensures you not only prevent damage to your load, you also prevent
damage to your Opel Combo. So you are guaranteed to be on the road,
safely and quickly which in turn ensures better profitability for your
company.
Please fill in your local specifications
The information contained in this leaflet is specific to products featured and supplied by
Fa xxxxxx. Adam Opel AG accepts no liability for any contextual inaccuracies. Also no
product quality, service or replacement warranty on these products is available from
Adam Opel AG. Spare and replacement parts are available from Fa xxxxxx. Illustrations
may contain optional equipment.
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To find out more, visit [Opel conversion country website]

